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Abstract
Computing may be based on cloud environment in 21st century.
So cloud of the resources will become most important entity in
next generation of computing environment. Therefore
researchers‟ interest is going towards resource management in
the cloud environment. However, much research has been done
in this line but there is more scope of research in managing
scalable resource requests by the end users under the constraint
of budget. In this paper, we present an analytical model for a
priority based dynamic resource management framework in
cloud environment and a multi-index transportation problem
cloud resource scheduler (MTPCRS) mechanism with
mathematical formulation and an algorithm named MultiIndexed Cloud Resource Scheduling Algorithm (MICRSA) with
state transitions, deterministic finite automation and we present
different test cases to evaluate and validate the results for
calculating the total cost of processing requests as well as
business process diagram and sequence diagram using unified
modeling language (UML). A resiliency analysis is also
presented to allocate the resources according to their priority
and processing cost is also optimized. Finally, the proposed
mechanism will be able to calculate the processing cost, time,
profit of service providers as well as customers‟ benefits and
optimum use of cloud resources of various clusters. We use
OMNET++ simulator to simulate the proposed mechanism.

Keywords: Multi-index Cost Table, Millions of
Instructions Per Second, Multi-index Transportation
Problem, Return on Investment, Service Level Agreement,
UML.

1. Introduction
In next generation of computer networks,
computing may be based on cloud environment due to
hand held devices and different types of applications are
being egressed. Therefore, requires very strong cloud
environment to complete the processing within stipulated
time. Therefore very large data centers with cooling
systems are required. These data centers avail oneself of
enormous amount of electrical energy and responsible for

huge amount of carbon dioxide emissions per day. If
under utilized servers of these data centers are put to
energy saving mode then a surge of requests that come for
processing to these servers render the decision of power
saving mode to be faulty, as the work load suddenly
increase. So, most data centers run at maximum capacity
regardless of incoming requests and store the requested
data violating the green IT rules
Generally cloud services are categorized as:
software as service, platform as service and hardware as a
service. These require a huge infrastructure as well as
management policies. Most service provider or data
centers aim to maximize their revenue, give less attention
about admission control policies, scheduling the requests
and allocation of resources.
We can say that the cloud environment is
emerged as IT as a product as well as service. However
some techniques and scheduling algorithms are given in
literature but most of them being heuristic in nature,
compromised energy consumption for attaining maximum
achievable performance. So there is a scope to optimize
their performance in respect of resources. With the help of
operations research techniques, we optimize the
performance of cloud computing system towards Green IT
perspectives.
In particular, we summarize the main
contributions of this paper as follows:
 An operation research technique named Multiindex Transportation based resource scheduling
mechanism is provided to optimum use of
resources in cloud computing.

Mathematical formulation has been given using
operation research techniques for the cloud
environment.
 An algorithm named Multi-Indexed Cloud
Resource Scheduling Algorithm (MICRSA) has
been proposed.
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For the validation of proposed algorithm, we
provide State Transition Diagram using Unified
Modelling Language.
 Different test cases and automaton is provided
for the evaluation of mathematical formulation.
 For the sake of simplification, we have provided
a sequence diagram using UML.
 To show the usefulness of proposed mechanism,
we present business process diagram using UML.
 Simulation on computer system of proposed
mechanism and algorithm. We use OMNET++
simulator in cloud environment and evaluate the
performance. An analysis of the performance of
proposed system or mechanism has been found
up to mark.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows: In section 2, a brief review of the related work
regarding optimum use of resources using Operation
Research based techniques is provided. A proposed system
model for the resources allocation process through Multiindex Transportation Problem Cloud Resource Scheduler
(MTPCRS) has been presented in section 3. The
mathematical formulation of MTPCRS using a
generalization of the traditional Transportation Problem
has been given in section 4. MICRSA algorithm, state
transition diagram, DFA as well as test cases with
significance have been given in section 5. Section 6
shows the business perspectives with business process
diagram of the proposed mechanism. The sequence
diagram for the resource scheduling algorithm has been
given in the section 7. System simulation model has been
given in section 8. We discussed simulation results in
section 9. Finally section 10, conclude the paper and
given the future direction for further research.

2. Related Work
Optimizations in both cloud customers and
providers are the key features of service delivery industry
in cloud environment. In present as well as near future
hosting infrastructures will serve as the basis for real
world system. Network Input/output workloads, network
Input/output resources, resource sharing effectiveness and
impact of collocating applications which compete for
either CPU or network resources is discussed [1].
Resilient Self-Compressive Monitoring system of cloud
environment for hosting infrastructures. This system
reduces the cost of remote data collection through on-line
data compression. It provides failure resilience to achieve
robust monitoring in dynamic distributed systems [2]. A
layered scheme as cloud, server and GPGPU with
hardware task features scheduling and execution
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mechanism is proposed in [3]. An architecture [4] with
multilayer access control for cloud environment to provide
isolation, information flow and resource sharing control
in multiple visual infrastructures as well as security
guarantee to configure the resources and deploy the
application on the basis of logic virtual domain terminate
an application, clean up the system of internal state and
prevent the future failures through software rejuvenation.
An optimal rejuvenation policy to maximize the
availability of resources in dynamic work-load conditions
has been proposed in [5].
Content distribution solution [6], where inter and
intra cloud communication resources along with
traditional colored computing resources are considered
over different provider networked cloud environment.
Predictive acknowledge and traffic redundancy
elimination system does not require maintain the status of
client at server and to maintain cloud elasticity, combine
client mobility and server migration. Through Traffic
redundancy chunks of chains it predicts future
transmission of chunks [7]. A framework to optimize the
cloud and network resources [8] has proposed to reduce
the cost of information storage and computation. An
analytical model and general methodology is the basis of
utilization, availability, waiting time as well as
responsiveness is presented in [9]. A distributed virtual
Machine Multiplexing Resources Allocation scheme [10]
has proposed to manage and optimize decentralized
resources using the proportional share model as well as
optimal execution efficiency and locating qualified nodes
using a protocol named as Multi-attribute range query
protocol. A mapping scheme for resource requests in a
shared substrate interconnecting distinct islands of
computing resources is present in [11].
Some algorithm is discussed in [12,13,14]. Service Level
Agreement (SLA) constraints have been proposed in [15].
Soft resource scaling technique on power management
policies is given in [16,17,18]. A model [19], to
maximize the system capacity and find the power
requirements with the help of LP. To minimize the cost
with negligible power dissipation as well as re-engineered
software and cooling systems to decrease wasted power is
discussed in [20].The applicability of MTP for scheduling
the resources has proposed in [21, 22, 23]. Different
optimization problems about the providers, the consumers
and the cloud (or Network) in cloud computing paradigm
has described in [24]. The Rate controlled adaptive
resource co-ordination and end-to-end QoS based
admission control and access provider network interaction
has been given in [25, 26].
In literature, the proposed mechanism or
techniques are mostly heuristic in nature and more
complex. They also compromised generally optimize use
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of resources for attaining maximum achievable
performance. XaaS provider‟s deployment, high
performance is prime concern. Due to lack of these
attentions towards the optimization of energy
consumption. So there is required a mechanism or
framework which provide the optimize use of resources
according to priority based domain and maximize the net
earning value as well as nature friendly without violating
the green IT rules and regulations.
In the present paper, we propose a framework
named an Adaptive Transportation Problem based
dynamic resource management with budget constraints as
well as the priority based domain in cloud environment
which is an agreement towards using OR perspectives in
cloud environment. The proposed model is based on multi
index Transportation problem (MTP) according to the
priority based class requests, which is an extension of
Transportation problem itself.

3. Proposed System Model
For the resources allocation process, the
subscribers issue requests for applications to the SaaS
provider, then SaaS provider initiates the resource
allocation process through reconfiguring in its resource
allocation table to accommodate the incoming requests.
The resource capacity of the IaaS provider and resource
usage by incoming requests are characterized through the
parameter i.e. the CPU usage. From this perspective the
total CPU capacity (defined in Millions of Instructions Per
Second (MIPS)), available at each provider is the
„commodity‟ to be transported. Each incoming request
acts as a „destination‟ where some amount of CPU
capacity is required while the IaaS providers acts as the
„sources‟ whose responsibility is to fulfill the
requirements of the „sources‟ for this „commodity‟. Under
balanced condition of TP, the total CPU capacity required
by requests (destination) must be equal to the total CPU
capacity available at the IaaS Provider.
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components as shown in Figure 1. Each component of
figure 1 is described as:
a) Request Vector Table (RVT):
Each incoming request has following parameters
associated with it.
 Time (Tp) for which resource is needed.
 The cost of energy consumed by the physical
server (Cp).
 CPU capacity (Z)
 Cost of running an application on a CPU of
capacity Z
(Tz)
 Number of Cores (S)
 Deadline (D)
All these parameters are stored in RVT.
One important significance of the RVT is that, it
serves as a Service Level Agreement between the
customer and the SaaS provider in case the new request is
finally accepted by the SaaS provider. Hence the same
table can be used for operational as well as archival
purposes.
(b)The Request Broker (RB): The RB admits the
new incoming request and stores it in a Request Vector
Table (RVT). Apart from above discussed parameters, the
RB also appends two more fields to the RVT.
 Budget (B) which is the total cost incurred by the
user for executing its request.
 Last Info (I) which is a link to any previous
information of the user held by the provider.
c) Price Schema Builder (PSB): Through PSB we
calculate the budget Bi in order to execute the ith request.

Bi   (Tp (C p  Z  Tz )) .................(1)
S

According to the budget, the requests are divided
into three classes viz. High, Medium and Low budget,
according to their budget assigns priority to the requests.
If the request i or customer i agrees with the budget Bi,
the request is admitted and the customer waits for time
quantum D otherwise the customer leaves the system and
the corresponding entry is deleted from RVT.
The Total Budget of all accepted requests is
calculated as:

Btotal   Bi

Figure 1: The System Model
The Multi-index Transportation Problem Cloud
Resource Scheduler (MTPCRS) has four main

......................(2)

Once Btotal has been calculated, the total processing
cost Z is calculated through MTP scheduler by using a
three index transportation table.
d) Resource Allocation Controller: After calculate
the total budget (Btotal) then allocation controller allocate
the resources according to their priority which is given on
the basis of budget (Bi). The mathematical formulation for
computing Z (the total processing cost) is given in the
next section.
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4. Mathematical Formulation
We propose a mathematical model of MTPCRS
using a generalization of the traditional Transportation
Problem. In this model there are m clusters, n requests
and p servers in each cluster. The servers with different
processing capacity (MIPS) are arranged in the highest to
lowest order, the cubical view given in fig 2. We have
two-fold objective while allocating the resources to the
requests. First, to allocate the resources to requests with
minimum (the total) cost of processing on the servers of
various clusters. Second, to minimize (the total)
processing time of the requests, so that they can be
completed within their deadlines.
Moreover, a fixed cost is incurred for every
cluster which is the cost of its VM initialization and
provisioning. This leads us to a Muli-Index Fixed Charge
Bi-Criterion Transportation Model in order to obtain
optimum resource management plan using Multi-index
Cost Table (MCT). We define and explain the
significance of all the indexes and variables associated
with MCT.
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tijk = The time taken for processing jth request running on
the kth server of ith cluster (the time required to transport
kth type of commodity from the ith origin to jth destination)
cluster j;
fijk = The fixed cost of using kth server on ith cluster by
any of the ith request (the fixed cost associated with origin
i and commodity k for a destination j). {fijk = 0 if xijk = 0}
Ajk = The amount of CPU capacity of kth server, utilized
by jth request (the total quantity of kth type of commodity
to be sent to the jth destination);
Bki = The total CPU capacity of kth server available at ith
cluster (the total quantity of kth type of commodity
available at the ith origin);
Eij = The total CPU capacity to be allocated from the i th
cluster to the jth request (the total quantity to be sent from
ith origin to the jth destination
Z = Total Cost of Processing all the requests
t = Total time taken to process all the requests
P = Total Profit of the service provider
We set priorities to the requests asPRIORITY = 1 if the request is a high budget request
PRIORITY = 2 if the request is a medium budget
PRIORITY = 3 if the request is a low budget
(Where 1 is taken as highest priority and 3 is taken as the
lowest)

Figure 2: The cubical view of the different servers
i ɛ {1, 2, . . .,m}:- The index for cluster (origin);
j ɛ {1, 2, . . .,n}:- The index for request (destination);
k ɛ {1, 2, . . .,p}:-The index for server with different
processing capacity(types of commodities);

We now give the mathematical model to formulate of
the objective function of our model which is as follows:
Minimize
m

p

m

i 1 j 1 k 1

p

i 1 k 1

………… (3)

And

xijk = Total CPU capacity utilized by jth request running
on the kth server of ith cluster (the amount of kth type of
commodity transported from ith origin to the jth
destination.);
cijk = The per unit variable cost of processing jth request
running on the kth server of ith cluster (the variable cost
per unit amount of kth type of commodity transported from
ith origin to the jth destination);

n

z   cijk xijk  Fik

Minimize

t  max{tijk }
m

Subject to

x

ijk

 Ajk

…………. (4)
………… (5)

i 1

n

x

ijk

 Bki

…………. (6)

 Eij

……………. (7)

j 1

p

x

ijk

k 1
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m

 Ajk  Bki
j 1

i 1

p

n

k 1

j 1

m

p

i 1

k 1

……………. (8)

 Bki  Eij

…………….. (9)

 Eij  Ajk
n

p

p

……………….(10)

m

m

n

  Ajk   Bkj   Eij
j 1 k 1

k 1 i 1

………….. (11)

i 1 j 1

xijk  0, i  1,2,...m; j  1,2,...n; k  1,2,... p …...(12)

P  Btotal  Z

………... (13)

5. Multi-index Cloud Resource Scheduling
Algorithm (MICRSA)
We now present the algorithm to obtain a
resource allocation plan to the requests which minimizes
total processing cost as well as time. The variable and
fixed cost model we have taken helps the cloud provider
to offer several types of payment structures as per the
customer‟s requirement.

. Input requests (n), clusters (m), and
different
processing
capacity
servers/resources (p), the number of kth
type of resources required by the jth
request (Ajk), the number of k th type of
resource available at the ith cluster
(Bki), the number of resources to be
allocated from ith cluster to the jth
request (Eij), the variable cost of
processing ith request on kth server of
jth
cluster
(cijk),the
fixed
cost
incurred
by
the
ith
cluster
for
server(resource) k (Fik), estimated time
th
of processing i
request on the kth
th
server of j
cluster (tijk), total
allocated budget of processing requests
by
the
proposed
system
(Btotal),
integer variables H,M,L.
2. (i) Arranged the index k  1 to p in
nonincreasing order.
(ii)Set H=0, M=0, L=0
3. Insert variable cost estimation Cijk,
Fixed cost estimation F ik and time
estimation tijk, in each cell of Multiindex Cost Table (MCT).
4. For i= 1 to j do
{
If Ri = High Budget
{
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Set PRIORITY = 1
H=H+1 /* count the number of high
budget requests */
}
If Ri = Medium Budget
{
Set PRIORITY= 2
M=M+1 /* count the number of medium
budget requests */
}
If Ri = Low Budget
{
Set PRIORITY =3
L=L+1 /*count the number of low
budget requests*/
}
} /*End For*/
/*Repeat allocation for each type of
resource */
5. while k<>0 do
{
while H <> O do /*Resources are
allocated to requests in priority
order*/
{
(i)
Locate MCT [i, j, k] for
which
c[i,
j,
k]
is
minimum.
(ii) If two cells with same
minimum cost occur, then
select the one whose column
has
maximum
number
of
allocations.
(iii) Allocate as much resource
as possible to the request.
(iv)
H=H-1
} /*end while*/
while M <> O do
{
(i)
Locate MCT [i, j, k]
for which c[i, j, k] is
minimum.
(ii) If two cells with same
minimum cost occur, then
select the one whose
column
has
maximum
number of allocations.
(iii)
Allocate
as
much
resource as possible to
the request.
(iv) M=M-1
} /*end while*/
while L <> O do
{
(i) Locate MCT [i, j, k] for
which
c[i,
j,
k]
is
minimum.
(ii) If two cells with same
minimum cost occur, then
select
the
one
whose
column
has
maximum
number of allocations.
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(iii)Allocate as much resource
as
possible
to
the
request.
(iv) L=L-1
}/*
end
while */
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B. Deterministic Finite Automaton

k=k-1
} /*end while*/
6. Calculate Total Processing Cost using
equation (3).
7. Calculate total time for processing all
the requests using equation (4).
8. Calculate Total Profit using equation
(13)

A. State Transition Diagram
Figure 4: The Deterministic Finite Automaton
The equivalent Deterministic Finite Automaton
(DFA) has been obtained as in the figure 4. Those states
that are unreachable from a given state take the
automaton to the state containing the null set. The figure
shows that the DFA repeats the allocation process for the
requests in the priority order. Hence least cost cell of
MCT are occupied by the high priority (high budget)
requests first as against the medium and low priority. This
improves the total processing cost and helps to maximize
the profit.
C. Test Cases
To represent the test cases, we consider that the
number of requests entering the system is 4 viz R1, R2,
R3, R4 (i=4). There are 3 clusters (j=3), each having 3
types of servers (k=3). Request number R1 and R2 are
high priority, R3 is medium priority and R4 is low
priority. In each cell (i, j, k) of the multi-index cost table,
the value of cijk is given at the top left corner and tijk is
given at the bottom right corner. The units allocated to
the request are mentioned in brackets. We assume that
Btotal = 2000.
Figure3: State Transition Diagram
The state transition diagram for proposed
algorithm is represents in the figure 3. The initial state
(S1), represents the point when number of requests n have
been accepted by the Request Broker mentioned in the
figure 1 of the system model. After the SLA has been
negotiated with the user, the cloud resource scheduler will
attempt to allocate resources to the requests in the most
cost and time efficient manner. The numbers of states are
S1 (initial) to S13 (final) which are according to the
algorithm steps.

Significance:
1) After transition S1e1S2e2S3e3S4e4S5e5S8e7S11e6S8e8S9 we
arrive at table A which represents the scenario when
all the high budget requests have processed.
2) After transition S1e1S2e2S3e3S4e4S6e5S9e6S11e7S9e8S10
we arrive at table B which represents the scenario
when all the medium budget requests have processed.
3) After transition S1e1S2e2S3e3S4e4S7e5S10e6S11e7S10e8S12
we arrive at table C which represents the scenario
when all the low budget requests have processed.
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TEST CASE 3: TABLE C

4) In order to reach the final state we take the transition
S1e1S2e2S3e3S4e4S7e5S10e8S12e9S4e4S7e5S10e8S12e13S13.
Here Z, t, P are calculated. For the computation of Z,
the fixed costs are given in Table D.
TEST CASE 1: TABLE A

TEST CASE 3: TABLE D

TEST CASE 2: TABLE B

f111= 15
f112=32
f113=25
f211=5
f212=41
f213=17
f311=10
f312=9
f313=28
f411=24
f412=23
f413=10

f121=21
f122=10
f123=16
f221=12
f222=34
f223=23
f321=15
f322=11
f323=21
f421=10
f422=15
f423=32

f131=16
f132=23
f133=10
f231=20
f232=11
f233=15
f331=16
f332=26
f333=5
f431=18
f432=12
f433=12

For the sake of explanation of Test Case 1
(Table-A), i, j represents the clusters and requests
respectively to the process the parameters. A cell (i, j=1)
has three divisions which represents number of servers
(resource types) in each cluster. In each internal division,
the cost of processing the request (cijk) is mentioned on the
upper left corner and the processing time (t ijk) is
mentioned on the lower right corner. The number of units
allocated (xijk) if it is done, is mentioned in brackets at the
centre. Similarly the rest of the cells of the table assigned
numerical values as explained above. Column Bki
represents the requirement of the requests and Row Ajk
represents the availability of the resources. Last cell of Bki
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and Ajk represents that the total availability of the
resources.
For eg., within the cell(1,1) the upper left corner
division represents k=1, the centre division represents k=2
and the lower right division represents k=3. E 11 represents
total amount of all resource types that can be allocated to
R1 (j=1) by cluster 1(i=1) on any of its servers (k=1,2,3).
The allocation process is done iteratively such
that total resource requirements are fulfilled in accordance
to resource availability, until all requests are assigned
their resources. In the current example the first iteration
(Table A) shows the resource allocation of high priority
requests. The second iteration (Table B) shows the
resource allocation of medium priority requests and the
final iteration (Table C) shows the allocation of low
priority requests.
With the help of the final table, Table C and the
fixed cost table, Table D, we compute total cost of
processing all the requests (Z), by using equation (3) in
section IV. The total processing time t is obtained by
summing up tijk values of Table C, where allocations are
made. The total profit (P) earned is obtained by using
equation 13 in section IV.
Total cost of processing all the requests (Z) = 1591
The total processing time (t) = 6
The total profit earned (P) =409

6. The Business Perspective
The Cloud Computing has enhanced the
„cohesiveness‟ of people on the earth. Nevertheless, this
benefit comes with plethora of issues which need serious
consideration. Organizations increasingly discover that
their substantial capital investments in Information
Technology are often grossly under utilized [27]. Gartner
research has shown that maintenance and housekeeping
budgets are overwhelmingly larger than computing costs.
There is a perpetual strive for attaining estimated Return
On Investment (ROI), which is widely unfulfilled due to
heavy power dissipation. In our proposed model, we have
divided the incoming requests into three classes: high,
medium and low, which considerably reduce bandwidth
requirements. Also, the scheduler optimizes power
requirements by first mapping requests to those clusters
which have the highest CPU capacity available at that
time. (This indicates under-utilized servers with lesser
possibility of initiating new VM). The scheduler has an
easy access to a large backbone of IaaS servers with built
in redundancy checks.
The business process diagram shows in the figure
5, that our proposed model is simple with easy workflow
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and process communication. The simplicity in design
reduces the complexity of implementation.

Figure5: Business Process Diagram
The major participants in the model are shown in
three pools. The first pool represents the end user
interface, the second represents the cloud resource
scheduler and the third represents the backbone of IaaS
servers. The processes in each of these pools are described
below.
I)
User Interface Pool: This pool has a single lane
consisting of the following processesi) The Generate Request process: This
process handles random generation of
requests from the end users. It allows the
users to submit the request specifications to
the scheduler in a format prescribed by the
SaaS provider. The process collects all
requests specifications and redirects them
to be recorded in the Request Vector Table
(RVT) of the scheduler.
ii) The User Notification Process: Once the
request has been admitted for execution,
this process is responsible for all further
communication between the user and the
cloud resource scheduler. It forwards the
SLA document to the user for final
approval, so that further execution can be
started.
iii) The Deliver Service Process: This process
provides final results of execution of a
request to the user. It acts as interface
between the backbone of service providers
and the users to make the desired
application available to the user. It may be
noted here, that a single request may be
IJCEM
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running on several VMs in the cloud
environment. Hence, this process provides
abstraction to the user by collecting
execution results from several places and
delivering them to the final destination.
iv) The Start Event marks the beginning point
in the model, where user enters the system.
v) The End Event marks the exit point where
the user leaves the system, either after the
fulfillment of the request or because of nonacceptance of the budget proposed by the
scheduler.
II) Cloud Resource Scheduler Pool: This pool has
three lanes which mark the three main components of
the cloud resource scheduler. The processes in each
of these lanes are as under(a) The Request Broker Lane describes the processes
for request profiling.
i) The Record Request process: It saves and
manages incoming request entries into
Request Vector Table. This process marks
the origin of SLA description between the
user and the service provider. It provides
input the next process in the lane which
appends necessary fields to the RVT.
ii) The Append Fields (B, I, Z): This process is
responsible for revoking from archive, any
previous association from the user; and if so,
adding it (field I) to the RVT, so that the
price schema builder could offer some
discount structure in the budget, to its old
customers, if any. It also adds the initial
budget B and processing capacity Z to the
RVT.
iii) The Sign Agreement Process: This process
communicates with the User Notification
process described above, for final agreement
on budget or SLA.
iv) The Modify RVT Process: After the final
budget has been calculated and request has
been classified by request classifier of the
next lane, this process makes final changes
to the RVT. Each entry of the RVT is saved
as individual copy of SLA.
(b) The Price Schema Builder Lane consists of the
single process as described below:
The Classify Request Process: It handles the final
classification of request as High Budget, Medium Budget
or Low Budget. As shown in the business process diagram,
the input to this process is Append Field (B, I, Z) and
output is directed to Sign Agreement process.
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(c) The Allocator Lane has processes dealing with
the final mapping of user requests to the servers.
The description of each process is as underi) The Build MCT Process: This process
creates multi-index cost table in the form of
a cube. It inserts all cost values into the cells
of the cube for final selection of servers
according to MTPCRSA.
ii) Calculate Total Cost and Total Profit Process
calculates total processing cost and total
profit using equations (1) and (2) in section
III.
iii) Allocate Requests to Servers Process handles
final mapping of requests to the backbone of
servers in the MCT according to MTPCRSA.
III) The Pool of Servers: This is a single lane pool
represents the backbone of clusters in the cloud
environment. Two processes are defined in this
pooli) Initiate VM/Allocate Process handles
physical allocation of requests to clusters. In
case the designated server in the assigned
cluster has not been instantiated, a new VM
is initiated for execution of the request.
ii) The Monitor Progress Process works as a
supervisor and forwards the result of
execution to the user via Deliver Service
Process in the User Interface Lane.

7. Sequence Diagram
The sequence diagram shown in figure 6 is used
to develop the resource scheduling algorithm. We now
explain the sequence of events as shown in figure 4. The
numbers in the parenthesis show the event numbers. On
the first event (1), user generates request to the SaaS
provider. On the second event (2), the SaaS forwards the
request to Request Broker to check admissibility of the
request. The Request Broker asks the Price Builder to
calculate the budget on the third event (3). The Price
Builder returns the calculated budget to the Request
Broker on event (4). On the fifth event (5), the Request
Broker prepares the SLA and forwards it to the SaaS
provider for the user‟s approval. Next, the SaaS provider
notifies this SLA to the user as shown on event (6). Once
the user approves the SLA, the Request Broker sends the
Request Vector table to the MCT (8), to build the initial
cost table. On the eighth event (8), the MCT Builder
initializes values of the MCT and maps requests to the
available servers to forward it to the Scheduler. The
Scheduler passes on the allocation schedule to the
physical Pool of IaaS servers on the ninth event (9). The
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IaaS servers send message to SaaS provider to ask for
confirmation before executing requests, on event (10). In
the subsequent event (11), the SaaS provider prompts for
payment of charges from the user. In response to this, the
user pays service charges to the SaaS provider on event
(12). Following this, event (13) starts the execution of
requests on the servers. On event (14), the IaaS servers
finish the execution and notify the SaaS provider that the
SLA has been fulfilled. The final event (15) marks the
final delivery of required services to the user.
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Processed_L respectively. The proposed mechanism is
capable of handling different service time.

Figure 7: Simulation Model

9. Simulation Results and Discussion
Our simulation results show that:-

Figure 6: Sequence Diagram

8. Proposed System Simulation Model
The framework prioritizes the requests into three
different budget queues according to their importance to
the system, named as Budget[i] {i=0,1,2} in figure 7.
Each partition or queue named budget[i] is reserved for
each class of requests. Let the inter-arrival time of high,
medium and low budget requests be exponential.
For the sake of explanation, we consider an
allocation controller, which is provided the services
according to their priority. Allocation Controller is also
responsible to decide the minimum cost server among the
several servers which are available in different clusters of
servers. This is done by maintaining the cost table. Then
the high, medium and low priority requests are mapped
(according to their priority) to the respective servers of
cluster dynamically. After processing the requests exit at
the point named, Processed_H, Processed_M and

1) There is no dropping of requests at Rejected_Requests.
Rejected_Requests is the dropping queue of the requests.
Since there is no dropping of requests as from figure 6,
therefore no request will be lost and no penalty would be
paid by the system framework and system framework
performance would be increased and it may lead to be
ideal.
2) Performance of IaaS (Server1 and Server 2) evaluation
(figure 7 and figure 8) shows that the high-budget and
medium-budget requests are being processed according
with almost no delay. (Other requests are processed
exponentially with respect to their requirements). There
can be situations of high traffic load where the total time
of the cell can be more than the sum of maximum time of
all the running requests and goes down as traffic
smoothens.
3) Performance of IaaS (server 3) evaluation (figure 9)
shows low-budget requests are being processed. In this
scenario, the requests are processed exponentially with
respect to their requirements.
4) From the analytical (model) results we calculated the
processing cost of requests and provided the services in
the simulation accordingly.
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5) Test cases results obtained from Finite State Machine
(FSM) also shows the better performance and able to
solve the problem of optimize resource scheduling in
cloud environment.
Thus these above discussed observations lead to a
better performance of proposed analytical model for
dynamic resource management framework in cloud
computing environment and hence better results and
smooth system performance. All the results are simulated
on OmNetPP simulator.

Figure 10: Performance of IaaS (Server 2)

Figure 8: Performance of Dropped Requests

Figure 11: Performance of IaaS (Server 3)

10. Conclusion and Future Directions

Figure 9: Performance of IaaS (Server 1)

The classical transportation problem based cloud
resource scheduling has been suggested in literature.
However, the model has a limitation of considering all
resources of the same type, which may not be so in any
cloud environment. We extend the basic model to build
MTPCRS by introducing a third index, i.e., processing
capacity of the server. We provide the mathematical
formulation required to model a cloud resource scheduler
using multi-index transportation problem technique. So
that it is necessary to develop a dynamic and adaptive
IJCEM
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algorithm to improve optimum resource management in
order to avoid virtual machine migration and
consolidation problems. The algorithm assigns requests to
servers on different clusters based on request priority. A
state transition diagram and deterministic finite
automaton of the problem has been developed, through
the test cases we evaluate the performance of the proposed
mechanism. We have suggested its significance in
business perspectives using business process diagram. The
results of simulation show that the mechanism works well
to comply with SLA and maximizes profits, both
customers as well as the provider. As a future direction, it
may be attempt to implement the algorithm by
incorporating QoS concern on service level agreement as
well as different type of computing environment using
other Operations Research techniques such as GOAL
Programming, Dynamic Programming and NLPP.
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